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William D. MacGillivray's

The Vacant Lot
and
Bruce McDonald's

Roadkill
oodness!! I Gracious III Great balls of
fire III Two Canadian rock and roll
flicks were unspooled during the
most recent edition of the Toronto
Festival of Festivals. One of them,
Bruce McDonald's Roadkill, blasts across the
silver screen like some insane cross between
Eraserhead, This Is Spinal Tap and Rock N' Roll High
School, while the other, William (Life Classes)
MacGillivray's The Vacan t Lot, plods its way to
celluloid immortality alongside such earnest,
but definitelyunhip, cinematic song-fests as Neil
Diamond's The Jazz Singer.
While MacGillivray's film means well,
McDonald's picture means very little (and
appears to be gloriously proud of that fact ).
Roadkill is hilarious, raunchy, and boozy - it's
endowed with a crassly-winning, up-yours
mentality that's sadly lacking in most Canadian
cinema (and even more sadly lacking in The
Vacant Lot). In a nutshell, Roadkill is rock n' roll.
The VacnI,t Lot pretends to be rock n' roll.
Thelatter movie tells the mid-life tale ofDavid
(Grant Fullerton, in embarrassinglystiff form), a
4O-ish musician who befriends the 17-year-old
Trudi (Trudi Petersen, an actress who is not
without screen presence, but is saddled with an
incredibly dull role ), a choir-singing cherub who
finds herself playing with "The Vacant Lot," a
feminist punk band. At firs t, their relationship is
strictlyplatonic; David is swept awaybyTrudi's
(apparent ) talent, (supposed) spunkiness and
(undeniable ) beauty, while Trudi finds a
combination of mentor and father figure in the
old rocker.
Trudi's dad, you see, was once a talented
musician who buggered off in search of fame
and fortune, only to become a pathetic
alchoholic living on past (and not all that
glorious) glories. David - unlike Dad - is not
only talented, but is blessed with such" New
Man " qualities as sensitivity, wit, and
imagination. Dave's idea of a good time is
driving out into the middle of airfields to watch
jets take off and make landings. The airplanes,
you see, symbolize flight and freedom. It's also
a great way to pick up naive teenage girls.
Eventually, you see, the two songbirds become
lovebirds.
Ain't life sweet?
On the plus side of this celluloid mass of
creaky conservatism, The Vacant Lot is endowed
with an earnestness which is - at the very leastconsistent. All the way through the film,
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Russell (Don McKellar) and Ramona
(Valeria Buhagiar)

MacGillivray's intentions seem fuzzy, but the
picture keeps nagging at you to like it. And,
once in a while, the picture actually manages to
squeeze out something that isn't contrived,
maudlin or unintentionally humourous
(although one thanks the good lord for thelatter
in this utterly humorless exercise).
For example, the scene in which Trudi
confronts her babbling father is - in and of itself
- rather well written and nicely performed. The
scene actually comes close to being quite
moving. But in the final analysis, these few
moments only work out of context since the rest
of the film is so sadly overwritten/underwritten
and underplayed. Mainly, the problem here is
that The Vacant Lot is so square. It appears to
have absolutely no feel for thelife rhythms of the
rock world. Most of the musical numbers
resemble an episode of The Tommy Hunter Show,
rather than the music of a boozy, aggressive
basement band gone semi-pro.
Ironically, one of the best things about The
Vacant Lot, is the very thing that MacGillivray
and his central character, David, seem to dislike.
The leader of the feminist punk band, Patti
Precious (a deliciously lurid and loudmouthed
performance from Barbara Nicholson) appears
to represent - at least to David - everything
that's wrongheaded about the alternative music
scene. In the context of all the dreariness and the
grinding monotony of David's music, Patti
Precious and her precocious self-importance are
actually refreshing.
Another gem amidst the mire is Patti's lyrics.
The words that she belts out are delightfully and
(thank Goodness l ll ) intentionally dreadful.
According to the film's press package,
MacGillivray's production company, Picture
Plant, prides itself on generating artist-driven
product that is "fiercely independent ". The
Vacant Lot is fiercel y independent, all rightfiercely independent from anything resembling
fierce independence. The boys over at
~BC-Drama should just love this one.
Roadkill, on the other hand, is everything The
Vacnllt Lot isn't. Working with a kamikaze

shooting schedule and a minuscule budget,
director Bruce McDonald has fashioned a
rip-snorting odyssey through rock n' roll Hell, a
heII that could only be Northern Ontario.
Yeehah I!! Regionalism with universal appeal.
Roadkill follows the adventures of Ramona (the
exquisite Valerie Buhagiar), a simpy, zombielike underling of a sleaze-ball booking agent.
Ramona has been dispatched to the wilds of
orthern Ontario to put a stop to a renegade
rock band that's gone completely apeshit while
on tour. On the way, she encounters a variety of
nutbars : a roadie-turned-cabbie who's infused
with more hallucinogens than William
B
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urroug san lmo y eary com me , a
whacked-out filmmaker (McDonald himself),
and a young man who dreams of being a
successful serial killer. As well, we're treated to
a superb rock score and a couple of delightful
cameo appearances by the likes of Nash the
Slash and Joey Ramone.
Shot in superb, high-contrast black and white,
Rondkill manages to superblycapture everything
that's endearing, sleazy, and moronic about the
wonderful world of rock n' roll. Beginning with
a riotously funny spoof of homage to those
notorious Canadian Wildlife Service PSAs, and
ending with a glorious and terrifying display of
mass murder, Roadkill is yet another example of
the sort of film which will continue to put
Canada on the map. Just as The Vacallt Lot
represents the dry, humorless aspect of our
country's popular culture, Roadkill digs beneath
Canada's underbelly to reveal our sense of
obsessive alienation, and our incredibly (and
delightfully) perverse sense of humor.
In Roadkifl , sickness rules - and we're all better
off for it.
Greg K1ymkiw •
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